A. AUFSÄTZE
The PIE \Mords for 'Name' and 'Me'
Bon exemple des difficultés posées par

des

mots évidemment apparentés, mais dont les

relations sont obscures.
Chantraine, Dict. étym.

s.

v.

6vo¡.roc

I. PIE'name'

l.

The word may be discussed again after the recent treatments of

Bammesberger (Stud,. z. Lar., 1984, 140f.)1 and Ililmarcson (Bprøche 30,
1984,20 n. 4). Two interpretations exist, one taking the word as *(H)nom-n, bhe other as *Hneh3-mn. Bammesberger and Elilmarsson defend the
first, I think that the latter is more probable.

2. As to the initial, the agreement of a Greek and an Armenian prothetic vowel points to an initial laryngeal. That Sanskrit compounds do not
show lengthening before nd,nxa,n- does not prove that there was no laryngeal (thus Cowgill, Eaid,. f . Lørr., 1965, 1.52). The a,bsence of an archaism
can never be used as an argument, just as the absence of a wau in Homer
proves nothing. On the other hand the Greek and Armenian evidence is
unmistakable. There is no other explanation for the initial vowel of these
two languages. (That was not yet so clear in the time when Cowgill wrote,
on whose authority the initial laryngeal is still often denied.)
The initial laryngeal was ¿3. One has postulated å,1 because of OPr.
ennnes a,nd Gr. 'Evu¡.r.a-, and because ðvo¡ra could be explained easily through
assimilation from *evo¡.r,ø. But OPr. emneswill contâin zero grade, which is
also found in Slavic. As (H)p- gave'in- in Balto-Slavic, OPr. ¿ø¿- will stand
for *'im- (thus Szemerênyi, Syncogte, 1964, 244f .). For a full grade hten- Old
Prussian would be the- only evidence (except perhaps Albanian), and it
would be the third ablaut form, whereas neuters have only two. å3- is
shown by the most direct and most, reliable evidence, Gr. ð- and Arm. ø(as h2- is improbable; see the Appendix), by vóvu¡.ro6 (as was stressed by
Rüdiger Schmitt, Dichtunq, 1967, gl n. 562, whose short note is the best

l Bammesberger
(and

I

I

correctly cites my interpretation as *p,hr-lenhr-. But,

gave up the phoneme lrl , and I gave up roots beginning with a vowel
wiúhdrew -hs- in Orbi,s 20, 197t, I40f., but incorrectly).

since then
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treatment of the word), and by Phr. onoma'n That Phrygiarl kept the three

laryngeaìs distinct appears frc¡m -mer¿os < *-rnhrn'os (cf. Dressler, Sprache
14, 1968, <t7). Eichner's suggestion (rUSS 31, 1972, 86 n.12) that vóvu¡roq
replaced *v1- is less probable (because it assumes a replacement). The
Greek f'orm 'Ììvu¡ra- is best explained with Kortlandt (Ann. Arm. Li'n'7u. 5,
1984, 42) as due to a dissimilation of the first å., against the second, i. e.
lìi.o - hu' > h - h"'. lJeìow we shall find the same dissimilation in the opposite
direction, giving /2"' /¿, which confirms that the fìrst initial was ñ,u (and

that the other became

/i1).

3. We shall now consider the evidence for long õ. Skt.
ã

from short

o according

to Tìrugmann's law. HiLt.

n(imo,n- can have
can be due to

ai (ld,man)

Oettinger's law (Stø'mmbiklung, 1979, 447 f .): lengthening under the accent

in a disyllabic r'vord in open syllable2. Arm. anu,n can have had a short
o as well as a long one. The long ö of Latin is often explained as due to
contamination with gno-. However, it is not very probable thaL *nomen,
with short o, was influenced by (g)no, as tliey had only n in common, and
as the meanings do not make influence evident. It is much more easy to
assume that an original nõmen was contaminated with (g)nõ-. I think that
LaL. nõtø is a strong argument: though connection wilh (g)n?tscõ is evident,
it never got a long o. The Oscan and f.lmbrian forms do not give decisive
evidence for o or o, as far as I see. The Latin evidence, then, is in favor of
õ.

As Germanic evidence for õ are cited OFr. nom'ia and MHG benuo'men.
Both Bammesberger and Hilmarsson think LhaL nomia does not prove a
Ìong vowel. Bammesberger considers benuomen as too late to be of'PIE
origin, but he admits that he cannot explain it as an innovation. Hilmarsson thinks that the MHG forms may have u < o < ¿ before nasal, with
lengthening in open syllable. For Middle Lor,v German he considers a
change ¿ > ö before labials, and suggests that *nam(n)j- became *nem-.
Only about the Dutch forms Hilmarsson is in doubt. I asked the opinion
of my colleague C. van Bree on these forms. Here is his vieu'.
In Groningen nu'imr¡t points to old õ with umlaut (c1. zui,lten, Goth.
.sokjan). Rounding of ¿ wouÌd have given eø. In Twente we have neulnm,
which represents o with umlaut. An older ¿ would have given a short vowel,
*nömm (cf. H. L. Bezoen, Klank- en ar¡rn¿leer uøn het rJiølect d,er genteente
2

If HLuw. á,tauman, Lyc. adîima mean 'name'

and ¿re cognate with Hitt.

n.8), one might âssume that here /i,r- was
vocalized before a stop, whereas it was not vocalized in Hittite before I (or ri,).
However, this would imply that the laryngeal was preserved until after Hittite and
Luwian were separated. (The -l- might have arisen out of -l- or directly from the
original -n-.)The alternative is that, in a Hitt. *anfld,man the ø- was lost, (through
analogy?). Or the ø- must have another origin.
lã,man (cf . Neumann, Sprache 3tl, 1984, 91

$8ff. and 23). In Kempenland nü.Qma(n) clerives
xnomíøin;
rounding would have given ö (4. P. de Bont, Di,al'cct uan
frorn
Kempenland, I, Assen 1962, $ 118 and 274).In Antwerpen we find nxrntenl

EnschetJe, Leiden 1938,

with umlaut from o; rouncling wouìcl have given eu (H. Stout, [Iet Ant*nomwerpsch d,,ialect, Antrverpen 1980 repr.). l)utch noe.rnen wilì represent
jan wifho:u' umlaut, a western characteristic. The o was long preserved
here (MDutch gltenomen,). \¡an Bree',s conclusion is that aìl l)utch forms
point to *õ and cannot be explained otherwise. Therefore he cloubts Hilmarsson's explanation of the MLG forms'
Thus I think that the Germanic evidence cannot be denieds'
*n'.tm'
The Tocharian fbrms are usually expÌained as cleriving from
(Krause-Thomas, l)lententarbuch,1960,57). If this is colrect, they point in
any case to a iong voll'el. (We wilì return to Tocharian belolv')
4. The problem of the long vowel rvould be decided if clear eviclence for

*hrn(e)h",rn- or /z'',ø(o)m-) could
or against ã laryngeal (which rvoukl point to
be fáund. Slavic ì'mçhas a falìing accent, as is shown by Slov. i,m,â,(Kort-

landt, ,Sløzr. Accent., 1975, 10). -But this accentuatiotr cloes not teach us
anything, for the word 'name' had a mobjle accentuation in sÌavic (PS
*jü*ç,p1. *¡a*enà; e.g. Stang, Slau. Accent., 1957,91), and in a mobile
paradigm an acute root vowel became circumflexed (N[eillet's law; cf.
Kortlandt, ibid.).
old Irish øinm has been considered as a decisive argument against a
second laryngeal (Cowgill, Eai'd" f. Larr., 156)' As pointed out by
R. Schmitt, again, the second laryngeal may have disappeared through
*anmen > OIt' oinm,
dissimilation in*hutt'h3mn > xh,,nmn > *anman >
ow ctnu. L. S. Joseph thinks that HRHC, always became HRC- in celtic;
see Eri,u 33 (1982) 42 and.51, with possible other instances. It must be
admitted, however, that the form is easier explained without a laryngeal.
(It is mostly stated that xHnÍIm- would have given *níi'm-.I woulcl rather
(ìermaexpect *nam-, which would have given OIr. xnairn. Cf. below on
nic.)
Hilmarsson thinks Lhat *(II)T,IIqx- gave *unm in Germanic. The syllabicitv sign under the n., however, is misleading. In an article on RIIC- (to
(ìermanic. The
âppeâ,r in 1F) I have shown that such forms gave RaC- tn
-¿ia
of
development
regular
not influence this development. Thus the
a
*Hn,Hm- was PGm. *nø1n-1 .
:r After I wrote this I saw that Matzel (sprachwiss. g, 1984, 353 355) also
argues that benuomen etc. must be old and point to ar-r original_long o,_which he
firr'ds confirmed by oHG chinon¿id,i'Bezeichnung': "Für die R,eko.nstruktion cles
indogermanischen wortes für den 'Namen', ist weiterhin mit einem im lvestgermaniscÈen nachweisbaren Stamm *nom(n)- zu rechnen "
4 As an altemative explanatiorr, one might consider shortening of long vowels
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Hilmarsson further hoìds that Tocharian definitely refutes a laryngeal,
as prefoïms with both h, and eå,3 would not have resulted in the forms
actually found. This is in principle correct. But the Tocharian forms
require a more extensive discussion.
So far there is no conclusive evidence either in favour of or against a
laryngeal.

we note first that this is a normal formation in -mn with e-grade in the
nominative. It has the normaÌ proterodynamic inflection of the neuters.
IJnproblematical are Skt. n¿íman-, Hitt. laman,Lat. nõmen, Arm. ønun
(which must have had full grade, as *hunhrm- would in my opinion have
given *anam-), all from *hrneh,-, and Slavic, Russ. ímjø, Baltic, OPr.
emnes if for *i,m- , which derive from *hrnhr- . Alb. emër Loo must have had
a zero grade (Hamp, AIOI{-L 2, 1960, 188; M. E. Huld, Basi,c Alb. Etym.,

4

5. The palatal consonant of Toch. ñom, ñ,em was explained by Winter
(Eui,d.f . Lam.,202f.) as due to a preceding år-. This is in itself improbable,
and appears norv impossible as the word had /ir-. Lindeman (The triple
representøt'ion, 1982,65) and Hilmarsson (independently) explain the pala-

tal from the oblique stem *Hnmeø-. This implies two things: first, that,
though m resisted or lost palatalization, Lhe n was and remained palatalized; and, second, that the palatalization spread to the nominative though
this had PIE o (in xHonm-n, Hnm-en-s). The combination of the two makes

the explanation less probable.

This explanation could be improved by assuming a static tyrye, *Hnom-n,
*Hnem-n-s. Schindler (BSL 70, 1.975, 1-7) arguecl that neuters (at least
r/zr,-stems) with o-vocalism in the nominative had a static accentuation,
e.g. xuod-r, *uerJ-n-s, to which HìtL. tuã,tar, wetenas would testify. Holvever, the reconstruction of this type cannot yet be regarded as certain.
Though it explains o beside ¿ in the word for 'knee', the assumption that
gen. *rten-u-s was replacedby *jn-eu-s involves clifficulties: if it happenecl
in PIE, there could not have been traces of *jen-u-; if it happened in the
separate languages, we would have to assume that in several languages this
replacement occurred independently, which is improbable as we wouìd
expect *jen-u-os or *(en-eu-s, but hardly (always) *(n-eu,-s. Asto *hrnem-,
this form is improbable as there is no other evidence for e-vocalism, and as
it supposes that it was changed into *hun-men-s in several languages to
explain *Hnm- in Balto-Slavic, Celtic and Aìbanian. Therefore another
explanation of the Tocharian forms would be preferable.

6. When we now turn to the paradigm
nom. *hunéh.a-mn

gen. *hrnh, mé,n-s

followed by resonant before the stress in Proto-Germanic (and ltalo-Celtic)

by Dybo,

Vopr. slctu.

jaz.5, 1961,9

as

34 (see t,he cliscussion by Kortlandt, Eri,u 32, 198I, l-22, esp. 13f.). *hrnóhrm,n had the stress on the root,
but the stress of the sttffix -mén- in the oblique cases might have been generalized.
We cannot see what happened in Germanic as the neuters in -mn disappearecl
(Goth. namo is the only remnant). Neuters i¡ -mn that, became masculines, Goth.
+stoma,OIìG sd,mo,OIc.ljómi, ret¿inedthe long vowel (cf. Nleid, Clerm. Spraclt'uiss.
lII, 1967, 127f.). As both Sanskrit and Greek have root stress, Germanic will have
had the same.
proposed

5

1984, 62; Klingenschmitt, Alto,rm. Vb., 1982, 68 n.6, who posits
*htnhumen-). The Celtic (*HnHm- > *Hnm- > *anm- etc.) and Germanic
forms (*HnHm- > *na,m-) have been discussed above. So there remains
the Greek, Phrygian, and Tocharian evidence.
For Greek Rüdiger Schmitt posited *hrenhr-, but this is improbable as
it would imply three ablaut grades in a neuter. The form must be explained
directly from *hrnhrn¿-. Hitherto it was uncertain what the development
of initial HRIIC- in Greek was. ðvo¡ra now provides evidence for the
development ínto VRVC-5. Phrygian onolnøn will derive from the same
form.
For the Tocharian forms a prefbrm *n7,m- was posited which remained
ununderstandable. The solution is now given by Kortlandt (Ann. Arm.
Lingu. 5, 1984, 42), viz. that xhunehrnLn was dissimilated into *hrnehrmn
(i.e. h' - h* > h' - h; see above on the initial laryngeal). The dissimilation
is comparable to the one seen in Gr. ðe¿7cov from *hré.ueulc'otn.This explanation has the advantage that it explains the palatalization from the form
that provided the vocalism of the existing forms, not from another form
of the paradigm. Of course, the dissimilation is a new concept. The explanation of Gr. 'Evu¡rø- supports the idea.
7. Let us now reconsider the three explanations:

f

l. h3néhr-mn
h'nhu-mén-s

2.

h"nóm-n
h..rnm-én-s

3.

h,,nó'm-n
h'né,trt,-n-s

make the following remarks.
1. Neuter nouns with a nominative in -2, with the exception of -mn,
have not been reconstructed for PIÐ so far. Sanskrit does not have such
nouns, nor does Greek, though some of this kind are founcl in Hittite (type
henltøn). Lat. unguen, OIr. imb hardly sullce to establisli the type. The

5I was inclined to ¿ssume VRÍC-, especially because of ép¡¡-roç which is
isolated in Greek and where one expects zero grade in the root; but the for.m may
have to be explained otherwise. It must have full grade. The aorist óvr¡ro will be
analogical, after the predominating òvr¡-. The result, of this conclusion for the word
vlooæ'duck'is that it cannot continue *h2nh2t-. The word must have had *neh2,
(and it was not cognate with the other'duck'-words). M. Peters, IJnters.,7980,
16 (n. 18) and 81 n.38 suggesús other solutions, which are not whollv clear to me;
the assumption that the accent was a factor I consider as improbable.
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l. h3néhr-mn
h'nhu-mén-s

2.

h"nóm-n
h..rnm-én-s

3.

h,,nó'm-n
h'né,trt,-n-s

make the following remarks.
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5I was inclined to ¿ssume VRÍC-, especially because of ép¡¡-roç which is
isolated in Greek and where one expects zero grade in the root; but the for.m may
have to be explained otherwise. It must have full grade. The aorist óvr¡ro will be
analogical, after the predominating òvr¡-. The result, of this conclusion for the word
vlooæ'duck'is that it cannot continue *h2nh2t-. The word must have had *neh2,
(and it was not cognate with the other'duck'-words). M. Peters, IJnters.,7980,
16 (n. 18) and 81 n.38 suggesús other solutions, which are not whollv clear to me;
the assumption that the accent was a factor I consider as improbable.
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*hrnóm-ø could be the only form of
argument is not in itself decisive,for
-mn,
it is more probable that it contains
thát type, but if a word ends in
-ø for which there is no evidence.
a
sufiìx
the weti-known suf6x -mn lhan
Neuters have mostly full
problematical.
is
2. An o in the nominative
ø-stems, but only these.
¿and
are
the
Exceptions
o.
grade with ¿, not with
are
none, but those in -mn
there
-n,
because
in
neuters
the
We cannot check
of o-gr:ade like
instances
274r.).
other
Introducti,on,
(Meillet,
had e-grade
*uod-r are supposed to have had a static inflection'
3. A static infl.ection is improbable because there is no direct evidence
for *hrnem- anywhere, and *hrnm- (in Balto-slavic, Albanian and celtic)
would require a reshaping of the paradigm, which involves chronological

olb ftom *\tbh-, cf. Lith. utbuoti,. ut' from xhukt-, perhaps from the
ordinal. elungn perhaps from *enong- < *onong-, which could be a contamination of *onog- and *ong- from *hrnog"h-, *hzng'ot'-.
For hr- > e-, i,nn and erelc are quite certain. So is 'in¿, I think, but this
requires some discussion, which is given below.
It is essential that anun and cttamn had /ir-. As to the latter worcl, to
Kortlandt's arguments it coulcl be aclded that, if Aeol. éSovceq would be old,
the other dialects would have had the assimilation independently, which
is rather improbable. The form cannot provide evidence for PI-Ð against
the agreement of ð8ovr-, Arm. atømn (Compare my remark on methodologv at the end of the next section.)

6

difficulties.

4. The õ-vocalism found in Sanskrit, Hittite, Armenian (possibly),
Latin and Germanic is probably old and can hardly be explained away in
all cases.
This means that the first paradigm is most probably the correct solution.

II.

The Armenian 'proúhetic vowel'.

The Armenian prothetic vowels are discussed by Kortlandí, stud,ia
caucasicø 7 (1986), who defends a threefold reflex of the laryngeals, as
against Mrs. Olsen in APILKLI (Arbejd'spøp'irer, Inst. Li'ngu., Københauns
Uniu.) 4 (1984) 103-118.
Kortlandt presents the following evidence for hr- and fr'*- (/ar- being
unproblematic), to which I add ani'w'wheel' < *l¿rnëbh-o- (Ritter, -418S

III. PIE'me'
l. Kortlandt

assumes that 'me' was xhrme in PIE. He removed my
doubts on this poinL (Deuelopment, 1969, 43). As this is contrary to the
current view, and as it is not without consequence (also from a methodological point of view), the question may be discussed here. The latest fullscale discussion is Gernot Schmidt, Personølpronom'ina, 1978, 48ff.
Beside xhlme there are two other explanations:6 PIE had *(hr)eme, or

*(h)e- was taken from the nom. *(hr)ej(/1), either in PIE or later.
Relevant is also the possessive pronoun. The material is as follows:

hzc-

eluzønem
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åÀeúoopar,

anl,caneln

ðvelòoq

Ëpepoq
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?oslu
?elungn

o- from fr,u- became ø- in open syllable

Alb.
Arm.

muef a
i,s (i,m-)

m,e

Gr.
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!¿e

sl-¿oç

Av.

rnqm

mø

lna-

Hift.

anLWLUg

-1nu

-mi,-f -ma-

ð¡-19ølóq

poss
i,m-?

im
i,m-

-mu?

HLuw
Ly".
Lvd'

ðpoüoar,

ðotáov
óvu(

encl

Luw.

ð9é),trt0

óPXtç

Ð.cc

Gaul.

42, 1983, 191-196):

hrc-

7

-mu

a,mu

amu, e-,

ë-

a,mu

41n1,-

e'/nb
emL-

2. PIE *hrem-. The evidence presented (e.g. Schmidt, 48f.) for PIE
xhpm- is rather doubtful. It rests upon Gaulish, Albanian and Sanskrit.
There are two Gaulish forms with 'im-, whích are supposed to mean
'my''. geneta i,mi,'my daughter' and gabi, buðõuton imon'give my kiss'; see
Whatmough, Lg.25 (1949) 391 and Hamp, Eui,ilence, 135 n.32 (who
6

Cowgill's theory (Eaidence, 170) is, of course, highly specuìat'ive and its

consequences (m-me

>

me and rne-Ìne

>

eme) are unacceptable.
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translates 'take my kiss'). Now Gaulish is a language of which we know
very little, to state it milclly, so the form might well be misinterpreted,
either as to its meaning, or as to its origin. Also, the Celtic languages we
really know have no trace of *¿r¿-. Thus it is dangerous to base any
conclusions on these two forms.
Aìbanian has ilm 'my'. "The forms of the Possessive Adjective are of
extreme complexity" (S.E.Mann, Alb. Hi'st. Gramm.,1977, tt7). T may
give the forms:
'your'
'-y'

3. We shall now consider the other forms with an initial vowel, for
which an explanation from *hrm- is possible.
The Anatolian forms go back Lo *amu, Kammenhuber, HbO,1969, 250.
Except Sturtevant, who assumed a reduced gradeom-, everybody assumes
that the ø- continues older ¿-. However, this is highly problematic. Though
e. g. Schmidt states that ø occurs more often for e, Melchert (X[ SS 42, 1983,
165 n. 11) admits that this is not regular. He thinks that there was a rule
that a stressed e before a geminate became ø, a rule which Õop gF 75,
1970, 85tr.) proposed for Luwian. That a stressed e would become more
open when it stands in a closed syllable seems highly improbable. AIso,
there is no evidence for a geminate m in our form in any of the other
languages (cf. Pedersen, Ilittitisch, 1938, 73). Therefore, it seems that
Anatolian does not continue an ¿.
On the other hand, Anat. a,- from hr- before consonant is a development
often assumed, though perhaps not proven, for asanz'i, ad,o,nzi. Catsanicos
(AEHE-HPU, 1977*78USl, 1232) concluded Lhat hr&- did not give a
'prothetic vowel'. Of the materiaÌ he gives, however, orslrezi, < xhrr-slt-e-ti
and arnuzzi < *hrr-n(e)u-ti are not relevant, as they have hrrC-, which
could not give anything else but ar- . Then ut)drsa,-, Gr. èépo1 and we,s- f was(i/this goes back to *hrues-, but cf. Gr. Évvu¡rr) have laryngeal before ?¿. In
that case h2was not vocalized either, but resulted inhnt- (hwiszi).If nøkki'heavy' continues xhlnok-, it seems to prove his point. lømøn did not have
hr-,lnt å,r-, but this may not be essential. It is probable that the following
consonant was decisive. (Note that this is true also for Greek and Armenian, which do not have 'prothetic vowels' before !; Armenian does not
have one before ? either.) Catsanicos believes that before non-resonants /arwas vocalizedT. I suppose, then, that Hm- developed differently from
Hn-, Hr- I1l-. This is not surprising, as m ofLen behaves differently frorn n,
r,l; cf. e.g. the behaviour of zz (like stops) with regard to lenition in Old

8

masc.
masc. fem.
i At
nom. i, im
e ime
ti,'me to,t
obl. ti,m
pl. nom. e m'i(j) e rni,Qø) e tu,
obl. të m'i(j) te'mi,(ja,) të tu

sg.

fem.
e.jote
to,te

e tua

të tua

The first element is the article. The fìrst thing that one observes is that
there are aÌso forms without initial vowel, like the accusative of the
personal pronoun (muela). This may be due to the loss of unstressecl initial
vowels. I do not know whether it is possibìe that the initial vowel of the
nominative was stressed. The next thing is that the seconcl person aìso has
an initial vowel (which is not taken from 'my'), which cannot be of PIE
origin. Mann (119) calls y- andjo- "purely clemonstrative". This makes cine
doubt about the vowel of 'my'. Nevertheless Mann adopts the old comparison with Gr. è¡ró6. So does lt. E. Huld, Bøsi,c Alh. Etym., 1984, 164. Hamp,
Eaidence, 135, assumes *hrem-fhrm- and concìudes: "it is. . . hard to say
which gracle of vowel originally applies". \{¡hich surprises, as he demonstrated in AIOI'I-L 2, 1960, 185 190 that Albanian had no 'prothetic
vorveìs' (cf. my l)eueloytrnent, 20). Hulcl (ibid. 154) states that *¿ became i
except before nasals. Thus r've have to assume, I think, i i'm remacle lrom
i,m contt:acted from i, em, which is found in Geg. Kortlandt suggests to me
th,at em might continue a vocalizecl z¿. The origin of this form, then, is
too uncertain to be used as evidence for PIE. Tn general it must be
remembered that Albanian is the latest knorvn IÌl language, ancl the
language of r,vhich the (pre)history is ìeast well studied. We have been
misled more often by material from the less known languages. Iì. g. some
time ago it was commonly accepted that OPr. em'mens proued, that'name'
had å,r-, and even full grade; the idea is now generally abandoned. Tlie
evidence, then, is not reliable enough to clraw conclusions about PIE.
Schmidt, 49 rejects Skt. o,m¡Í'at home' as evidence for am- 'my', but
thinks thaL áma- 'this' contains *hreme. It is clear that this cannot be
considered as certain (semantically one might rather accept the first: 'at
mine').
The forms, then, that would pror,'e PIE

hp-

are

all unreliable.

Irish (Thurneysen $ 121 c). The conclusion is that there is no good evidence
lor hç > e- (note 2), but possible evidence for hr- > ø- in øsønz,i, ailønzi;
that there is some evidence for hr&- > -R- (only nahlci,-, indirectly lã,man).
We may assume that m behaved like the non-resona,nts in this respect,
whiclr makes hrm- > ønL- possible.
7 Catsanicos suggests that
hr- became ¿- in this position. As far as I
know this has not been proposed earlier. The evidence would be ed,alu (Lttw.

adduuali,-)'bad', and gerr. esn(ts < *esa,nas < *hrs-hr-n-os, to the nom. eshar.Fot:
the first form I see no reason to assume a zero grade, and the second form is too
much in discussion to be used as evidence for a totaìly deviant development. C.
a,ssumes that asanzi, ad,anzi have ø- through vowel harmony, which is quite
improbable: vowel harmony is not an established phenomenon in Hittite, but at
most a sporadic development; it is then improbable that it would have affected a
paradigm which had ø- throughout.
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For the form -mu see on the Greek forms.
As lirC- gave eC- in Armenian,'im- rnay continue *hrm-.
For Greek the problem wilh*h1me is, of cüulse, that we have an e-less
form in the enclitic. Note that those who reconstruct PIÐ em- with full
gracle, i.e. *hrem- (unless they accept that PIE had words with initial

vowel) face the sâme problem (as a zero grade *lirrzz- would have given Gr.
ð¡r- as weÌl); so *h(me is no l¡etter explanation for Greek. If one posits
*hrme, the ¿- must have been removed. This was why I hesitated, but
KortÌandt convinced me that this is exactly the kind of thing that may
happen with (enclitic) pronouns. To mention one example which T came
âcross recently, Serbo-Croatian has n¿ø beside njëmu (OCS jemu) ,9ø beside
njëgø (OCS jego). Ã reason may have been to give it the same structure as
had oé. I think that it is significant that the possessive did not get a form
*póq (cf. Av. ma,-). A pronominal form with and without e- (probably)
already existed in èxeTvoq, xeîvoq, where *lz,re- was an independent pronominal element. The interchange here could have served as a model. With
*hrgnhel-,
respect to e-deletion in other forms, I may point to $óIo.r/e$éIco <
where we know that the ¿-less form is secondary. For Anatolian we have
to assume the same phenomenon. Here we also have a possessive form
without initial vowel, but only in Hittite, which shows that the ø- was lost
in an enclitics.
Thus, Greek, Armenian, and Anatolian can have their initial vowel from

*htc-'

4. Let us now consider the three theories. The idea I'hat e- was taken
from the nominative in the separate Ìanguages is improbabìe, because it
implies that this happened in several languages indepenclently (although
being not a very self-imposing development), and exactly in those languages that do have 'prothetic voweìs' (if we consider the Gaulish and
Albanian forms as too doubtful). While for Greek it is conceivable that *¡re
was reshaped after fuó, the case is different for Anatolian. Here in the
nominative no particle (or whatever it was in Greek etc.) has been added.
That *(hr)e(, *rne was reshaped inho *eme is far from easy, I dare say quite
improbable. Further we have seen that the ø-vocalism of Anatolian probably cannot be explained in this way. - If the (lz1)ø was taken from the
nominative already in PIÐ, the theory becomes identical with the one that
&ssumes that PIE had *hrem- (without giving a further historical interpretation).
This latter theory is improbable because in the great families like
Indo-Iranian, Balto-Slavic, Germanic and Italo-Celtic there is no trace of
em- . While one may assume that e- could have been easily introduced from
8 One might think
happened in PIE.
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that /i1- was lost in the enclitic form. This could have

11

it is rather improbable that an original ¿- was lost on so
do not see how the advocates ofthis theory can account for
*me, except by accepting this form as the enclitic form of PIE, without
further explanation. It should be noted that *emef m¿ is not a normal type
of ablaut. Further, here too the Anatolian ø- refutes PIE ¿-. The fact that
the languages where initial vowel is surely established are the ones that
the nominative,
large a scale.

I

have'prothetic vowels'(if we put aside for a moment the doubtful Gaulish
ancl Albanian forms) is decisive.
On the other hand, the theory that assumes *hrme explains why the
initial vowel occurs in Greek, Armenian, and Anatolian. But this theory
also explains the vocalism without any problem: Greek and Armenian e-,
now that htC- > eC-has been established for Armenian, and Anatolian ø-.
It must be assumed, in this case, that Greek and Anatolian removed the
vowel in enclitic forms, a process which we cå,n observe in Anatolian. But
this is a phenomenon common and just to be expected with pronouns.
Also, those who assume *hrem- must do the same (unless they would admit
vowels in absolute initial in PIE).
It should also be pointed out that xhrme agrees in structure wiíh *tq'e,
and with *nsme and *usme in that all these forms have only one full vowel.
The presence of just one vowel points to a very archaic character. It is
important that the Greek accentuation è¡ré is in agreement with the reconstruction *hrmé,. This argument is not refuted by forms like the gen.
*hrmenes, because these are clearly formations of a later date based on
^

fi,tme

.

When we now look back at the Gaulish and Albanian forms, it must be
considered certain that they do not point to *hrem-. Of course, *h1m- may
be the zero grade of *hrem-, but there is no evidence for such a form.
Thts *hrmé, must be considered the correct reconstruction.

5.

It may be useful to make a methodological remark here, about

It is a good tradit'ion in Indo-European linguistics
to concentrate on facts, i. e. on details. The details, of course, are the
details and general lines.

beginning and the end. However, if the details do not point all in the same
direction or leave more possibilities, or (seem to) contradict each other, we
have to go by broad lines to try to settle problems. In this case, the
correspondence:

Hitt. aC-, other ChrC-.It is in this light that we have to judge the (seemingll,)

Gr. eC-, Arrn. eC-,

points to

e I never understood the idea that *mene originated from *me-me. That, a
reduplicated accusative (or, if one so wants, casus obliquus) would have given a
genitive is extremely improbable. Now that the form *htm,e is established, it is also
impossible for formal reasons.
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deviant testimonv of Albanian and Gaulish. I think that too often the
details block / hamper our sight of the great lines'
X'inally it may be remarked that this is, as far as I know, the first case
where we can be certain that Hittite (Anatolian) had a 'prothetic vowel'
(from an initial laryngeal). I{ote that Oettinger, Btømmbi'ld,ung, 546ff.,
does not give an instance of hr- > ø-. If asanzi results from xåts-, it is
remarkable lhaí *h2s- would have given hs- in haster-; it must be due to the
different nature of the two laryngeals (I would expect *hus- Lo give ås- too;
cf. my paper on the nature of the laryngeals at the Pavia Congress in
1985)
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of the Proúo-Indo-European Woril for 'Wolf'

In 1977, as a first-year graduate student, I wrote an onomastically
oriented article (Lehrman 1978) where I proposed that (1) Luwian utøtwi,-l
walwct-'lion', frequent in proper nâmes, was genetically related to Indo-

European *wJlfo-s 'wolf' and Lhat (2)

Hittite had a word genetically

related to both, namely wølku(w)a- (n. ?) 'evil, danger(ous)' or the Ìike. NIy
arguments for these proposals, however, deserve to be presented in a more
detailed and coherent fashion; the relation between the two Anatolian
cognates and the morphosyntactic category of the Hittite cognate also
merit clarification. This I set out to do in the following article.

***

NL-2300 RA Leiden
Rijnsburgerweg 88
NL-2333 AD Leiden

Cognaúes

The Luwian reading of the sumerogram UR.MAU 'lion' was established
by tr'. Steinherr (1968). The noun occurs as a part of Luwian proper names
such as Wøtwa-LU-i,i : Wølwa-ziti-, Piha-zoa,ltn'í- : p¡nø-ün.lUAH :
(Hieroglyphic Luwian) P i,ha-LEO, M ula-walwi-, T akiti-walwø-, eíc. (Laroche 1966). In Hieroglyphic Luwian, the word is always written logogra-

phicallyl.
The Indo-European connection depends on two sound laws which need
clarification, as well as on some semantic considerations.
The first sound law determines the mapping of IE */ (o" *# in more
general terms). The best examples of Anatolian coruespondences to IE *#,
as far as I know, are the followingz:

I.

(for *g):
1. Hittite oblique stem lcar-il+ f lcør-t+3 'heart'
Lal. cord,-, Lith. ii,rd,-òs, OIr. uid,e, etc.

IE *k'fd- > Gk.

xapà',

1 LEO-wali,-i, (in: Türk Tarih, Arkeologya ve Etno[rafya Dergisi,
V, 1949,
p.60 No.2I), Tøpa+rali-LEO-wali. SCRIBA (Güterbock 1942: 48 [No.225]),

LEO-REL-sa-na-ma'ia (Assur letter ø III, in: Meriggi 1967). The complements
in the first trÃ/o occurrences (viz. -waf i-) agree with the proposed reading u;ølwafi-.
In the last case, REL (: /hwi/) may indicate the reading walhui,-, which suits me
fine (since I start with *w!k*o-, see text below). However, this attestation cannot
be used untiÌ it is known what to make of the rest of the complement.
(The transliteration of Hieroglyphic Luwian used here is that proposed in
Hawkins et al. 1973.)
2 Szemerényi's proposal that *S
> Hitt. uR in all positions (Szemerényi 1956) just does not hold up to the evidence.
3 In üransliterations of cuneiform, the plus (+ indicates morpheme boundary.
)

